Track
Five weeks we were on the road in Algeria to look for new routes for you. With success.
As planned, you can look forward to varied routes. As a special bonus: 100 % special stage
right from the start. Highlight will certainly be the "desert of the thirsty". An impressive Erg
with almost 300 meters high, steeply rising sand walls.
But we didn't just look for routes, we also prepared all the formalities and worked out
solutions for foreseeable bottlenecks.

Customs
Customs is quite simple. One vehicle can be imported per passport. Trailers do not count as
vehicles. If driver and co-driver arrive with towing vehicle and competition vehicle, no Carnet
ATA is required. Who enters with more than one vehicle per passport needs a Carnet ATA.
Only the vehicles need to be entered on the ATA Carnet.
Spare parts or the like do not have to be listed in the ATA Carnet. The import of satellite
telephones and GPS was possible without any problems. Radio equipment or video drones
may not be imported. In the case of alcohol, the international limit also applies in Algeria. We
therefore recommend buying alcohol in Algeria. If you arrive by ferry on the first day in Oran
there is enough time for this.

Visa and Invitation
For the entry to Algeria you need a visa. To obtain a visa at the Algerian Embassy, you need
an invitation. You will receive the invitation the next few days from our Algerian partner. So
that our partner can prepare the invitation, we ask you to fill out the linked form. If you have
already completed the form, you can tell by the fact that you received an e-mail from us with
the title "Invitation data you have send to us". Due to the large number of individual
invitations to be sent, it will still take a few days until all invitations have been sent.
Send passport details for invitation letters here

Vehicle Insurance and Fuel Preorder
Vehicle insurance can be purchased in offices near the port. However, there is plenty of time
to plan for this. Money exchange is difficult in Oran and Algiers. If the banks are open when
you arrive by ferry, parking is very difficult to find. If you arrive by plane, please note that the
banks are closed on Friday and Saturday on both arrival days. In order to solve your
problems, we offer to buy your car insurance in advance and to give you the money you
need for fuel and other things. For this purpose, we have put together different packages
depending on the type of vehicle.
- Truck + money for 3000l Diesel 900€
- Transporter + money for 1200l Diesel 500€
- SSV and car + money for 1000l diesel or 600l petrol 400€
- Motorcycle and quad money for 300l petrol 250€
Order the fuel & insurance package here

An envelope with insurance and money will be handed out to your service team at the hotel
in Oran. You will then receive both from your service team. For the ordered amount of fuel,
you get Algerian money so you can buy fuel at the gas station. The package does not include
any refuelling service neither in the camp nor on the route money you don't need for the
ordered amount of fuel is therefore automatically paid out to you.

Fuel supply in the camp
The nearest gas station is about 5 minutes away from the camp. In the next village or on the
main road there are more petrol stations. We recommend all participants to fill up every
evening. Motorcycle service teams should carry fuel in canisters for at least one day.

Fuel supply along the route
The minimum tank range for car, truck is 360 km.
In this case, no fuel supply is necessary along the route.
With a fuel range of 180 km for motorcycles, refueling is carried out by the respective service
team.

Domestic transfer and hotel packages
We are pleased to offer the flight transfer-arrival hotel package within the announced budget
to be able to offer.
With the respective package you only have to take care of the journey to Algiers by plane
and to Oran by ferry. The respective packages include the following
Accommodation and transfer to the start of the rally in the oasis town Taghit and after the
rally back to Algiers or Oran.
Order the hotel and transfer package here

The Algiers flight arrival and departure package for 590 euros includes:
15.3.19 Hotel Algiers double room
16.3.19 Transfer hotel - airport
16.3.19 Flight Algiers - Bechar (early morning)
16.3.19 Transfer Bechar Taghit
24.3.19 Transfer day hit - Bechar
24.3.19 Flight Bechar - Algiers (late afternoon)
24.3.19 Transfer - Airport - Hotel
Single room surcharge 120 Euro

The arrival and departure package Oran for 2 x 145 double rooms or 290 Euro single
room includes:
13.3.19 Hotel Oran double room
14.3.19 Camp Taghit Camping
15.3.19 Camp Taghit Camping
24.3.19 Camp Taghit Camping
25.3.19 Hotel Oran double room
26.3.19 Hotel Oran double room

The accommodation package does not include meals.
Depending on your personal time of arrival and departure, you can order and pay directly at
the hotel restaurant or eat something on the way.
During the rally, catering will be available from dinner on 16.03.2019 until breakfast on
24.3.2019 included in the entry fee.

Instead of transfer package own journey to the start of the rally in Taghit?
You would like to organize the journey yourself? We have the following tips for you
who can help you with that.
Flight options:
- Flight to Oran on 13.3.19. Return flight from 26.03..19. In service vehicle according to taghit
- Via Oran Algiers or Constantin to Bechar, hotel in Bechar, pick-up in Bechar by
Service.
Hotel Oran
Hotel El Mouahidine (Hotel where we stay online about 130 Euro per day)
Hotel Eden Phoenix Oran (Hotel beside El Mouahidine online about 117 per day)
Hotel Timgad (Low-cost hotel about 36 Euro per day)
Hotel Bechar
Hotel Antar (Simple hotel approx. 60 Euro per night)
Hotel Algiers
Hotel l Aeroport (Simple Hotel 44 Euro per night)
Hotel Ibis (Hotel where we stay 114 Euro per night)
Hotel Mercur (Hotel next to Ibis 104 Euro per night)
Hotel prices without food

